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PARIS
HÔTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE

AQUARIUM DE PARIS CINÉAQUA
T: 01 40 69 23 23 | 5 Avenue Albert de Mun, 75016 Paris

Located in the Trocadéro Gardens opposite the Eiffel Tower, the Aquarium de Paris Cinéaqua is one 

of the best places to take young explorers in central Paris. Its giant tanks are home to a huge array 

of sea life, such as sharks, rays, jellyfish and over 10,000 fish found in the River Seine and around 

the world. The aquarium also hosts myriad interactive activities and workshops, a programme of 

captivating films, and family-friendly shows.

Take a 10-minute walk over Pont d’Iéna to reach the Eiffel Tower.

EIFFEL TOWER
T: 08 92 70 12 39 | Champ de Mars, 5 Avenue Anatole France, 75007 Paris

The most iconic landmark in Paris, the Eiffel Tower is even more impressive when viewed up close. 

Once the tallest manmade structure in the world, at 324 metres high it towers over the Parisian 

skyline. Visitors can ascend the wrought iron monument via staircases and glass-walled elevators 

for incredible views of the capital.

Next, take a five-minute drive or a scenic 35-minute walk along the Seine to Parc André Citroën.

PARC ANDRÉ CITROËN
2 Rue Cauchy, 75015 Paris

Opened in 1992 (making it one of the newest parks in Paris), Parc André Citroën is beloved for 

its beautiful views of the Seine, its futuristic landscaping and its family-friendly activities. The 

most popular attraction is a giant, tethered hot air balloon, which flies 150m into the air, offering 

unbeatable views of the city. On the ground, there are also a range of games and activities to suit 

all ages.

From Parc André Citroën it’s a 15-minute drive to Fondation Louis Vuitton.

One day itinerary: Children
Paris is a city built for families. Whether your kids are interested in nature, science, art, animals, history or music, there’s something 

to entertain all personalities in this dynamic capital. From fascinating museums with child-friendly exhibits to beautiful parks filled with 

interactive attractions, follow this one-day itinerary to discover the best things to do in Paris when travelling with children.

Start the day with a 15-minute walk or a five-minute drive to L’Aquarium de Paris.
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PALAIS DE LA DÉCOUVERTE
T: 01 41 57 32 28 | Avenue Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 75008 Paris

A science museum based in the majestic Grand Palais, Palais de la Découverte is a place for 

lovers of physics, astronomy, mathematics and architecture. Myriad interactive exhibits and live 

experiments engage and inspire both children and adults, and the fascinating planetarium is a 

particular highlight.

To get back to the hotel, it’s a 10-minute walk or a five-minute drive.

FONDATION LOUIS VUITTON
T: 01 40 69 96 00   Bois de Boulogne, 8 Avenue du Mahatma Gandhi, 75116 Paris

While Fondation Louis Vuitton may be widely known for its design, installation and sculpture 

exhibitions, in reality the gallery is decidedly family focused. It offers a variety of short storytelling 

tours punctuated with fun games and workshops where youngsters can try their hand at arts 

and crafts while parents explore the unique rotating collection of eclectic artwork by modern and 

contemporary talents.

The final destination of the day can be reached by car in 15 minutes.

All journey times are approximate and subject to variation.


